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SUMMARY


Within the dominant legal framework for deposit insurers all over the world, aiming at
the shortest possible payout periods, industrialised predefined Single Customer Views
(SCVs) have emerged as the core element of any efficient compensation process. In
Europe, the Deposit Guarantee Scheme Directive 1 (DGSD), Article 4 and 5, has laid
down the foundations of SCV requirements for EU and EEA jurisdictions. It has also
reaffirmed the obligation made to DGSs to comply with the applicable data protection
regulation.



SCV models have to accurately capture all the specificities of the compensation
process, itself heavily dependent on numerous technical and legal characteristics:
payment methods, data protection implementation, consumer protection measures,
various civil or commercial legal provisions, treatments for specific compensation
cases, as well as national payout options opened by the DGSD. As a consequence,
SCVs models have been integrated in the IT systems of each EEA DGS and that of
their member banks’ can be considered as unique, addressing a complex set of
constraints corresponding to their legal requirements.



All EEA DGSs which took part in the EFDI survey have defined a standardised format
for the data to be collected from banks. Those formats reflect the needs of each DGS
and the way responsibilities are shared between authorities, member banks,
liquidators and the DGS itself. Structures and contents of the files vary accordingly.
Some SCV files incorporate additional functionalities in relation with some related
processes: transfer of accounts, bail in, liquidation. Beyond the preparation and
execution of payouts, SCV files are used by some DGSs for tests and simulations,
calculation of contributions or management information.



This note outlines a set of recommendations for defining and building SCVs. The need
for a comprehensive and interactive approach with public authorities and member
banks is underlined, taking into account payout requirements, as well as depositor
communication objectives, IT efficiency, data protection concerns and other crisis
management measures. Apart from the regular stress-testing of SCVs by DGSs, the
note also suggests that DGSs, if they do not run those controls directly, should be
closely associated with on-site examinations of the quality of the SCVs generated by
banks.

1

Directive 2014/49/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on deposit guarantee
schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.
As defined by the European Banking Authority (EBA), Single Customer
View files (SCVs) are files “containing the individual depositor information
necessary to prepare for a repayment by a Deposit Guarantee Scheme (DGS),
including the aggregate amount of eligible deposits of every depositor” 2. Those
data are extracted from banks’ customer files, sometimes from different master record
keeping systems. SCVs are an essential part of any compensation process, not to say its
core element, as they include all information needed by the DGS to perform its duties:
eligibility of depositors, scope of their covered deposits, eventual restrictions or
suspensions and depositor identification details. Closely depending on the way they are
recorded and elaborated by banks, SCVs also directly determine the efficiency and speed
of the compensation process, a key factor in depositors’ trust in the system as a whole.
2.
The harmonisation of the 20-day payout requirement in the EEA in 2009,
later reduced to 7 days in 2014 3 has deeply changed the elaboration of EEA
DGSs’ SCV process 4. With the earlier 3-month payout delay requirement, some EEA
jurisdictions sought for alternative solutions than payout, therefore were concentrating
their efforts on preventative measures, if authorised to do so. With a much shorter (and
quite desirable) payout deadline, working with the bank after it fails could not be an
option any longer. It became necessary to work with all members banks on pooling the
covered deposits into a format what we call SCV and make them available for the DGS at
any point of time promptly or with a short notice. If not already done, DGSs had to go
from a handcraft process to an IT solution driven one with the whole population of banks.
Consequently, member banks had to invest in new IT developments over the years to
cope with this obligation.
3.
Whether they directly define compensation amounts by themselves, or
bring the elements allowing to calculate those amounts, SCVs are closely
aligned with the applicable deposit guarantee regulation. In that sense, it is likely
that the additional harmonisation brought by the Deposit Guarantee Scheme Directive
(DGSD) since 2014, has led to some convergence of SCV data structure models across
the EEA in terms of general features: all “usual” cases should lead to the same
compensation across the EEA, as a result of the SCV process.
4.
Still, SCVs also carry a number of national characteristics which make
each of them quite unique to any given EEA DGS and its specific member bank
population. The implementation of the deposit guarantee regulation comes with various
elements of national laws (civil law, consumer law, privacy law, bankruptcy law etc.)
critical to the compensation process and the payment systems. In particular, different
2

EBA Guidelines on stress tests of deposits guarantee schemes under Directive 2014/49/EU – 24 May 2016
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i.e. 7 days at the latest in 2024.
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The SCV process refers to defining the specification of the files by the DGS, the generation of the files by the
member credit institutions upon request and examination of the files by the DGS or other authorized party in
terms of compliance and quality.
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payment methods will require, through the SCVs, different sets of data, within the
margins left by the applicable privacy law. Similarly, the definition of coverage and the
treatment of special cases, mixing EU DGS legislation and pieces of national regulations 5,
come with specific information needs, also depending on the process DGSs have built, a
complex arbitrage between industrialisation and swiftness on one side, simplicity and
tailor-made solution on the other side.
5.
EFDI launched the DGSD2 Implementation Initiative (“D2I”) to identify
the main challenges and issues DGSs are facing in the implementation of the
DGSD. Supported by surveys and dedicated workshops, the D2I aims at assessing the
state of play of the DGSD implementation in the EEA, as well as developing non-binding
guidance in regard to technical topics such as the SCV process 6. As part of this initiative,
an EFDI Workshop on SCVs was held on 12 and 13 April 2018 in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, organised by the Dutch Central Bank, also the Dutch deposit insurer. The
workshop led to stress out that, while efficiently concurring to the same objectives, SCVs
significantly differ from one jurisdiction to the other, in relation with the diversity of
banking systems and products, the coverage options and the treatments implemented by
DGSs within their local legal and technical frameworks.
6.
This state of play and non-binding guidance note focuses on the building
and content of SCVs within the EEA. The control and testing of SCVs are a separate
exercise which will be addressed in another paper dedicated to the stress-testing of
DGSs’ operations.

2. BACKGROUND AND STATE OF PLAY
2.1. LEGAL BACKGROUND
7.
While offering enhanced harmonisation of deposit protection across the
EEA in terms of definition of deposits, coverage features, financing or use of
funds, the DGSD has not directly set any technical rules or minimal content for
SCVs. Such an exercise would probably have been beyond the scope of the Directive.
Given its nature and entanglement with various national banking features, payment
systems and laws, it would also have likely proven to be impossible.
8.
Still, the DGSD has set the elements of the regulatory framework that
were needed to build SCV processes in EEA jurisdictions. Article 4(8) states that
“Member States shall ensure that a DGS, at any time and upon the DGS’s request,
receives from their members all information necessary to prepare for a repayment of
depositors, including markings under Article 5(4)”. This Article 5(4) further specifies that
“Member States shall ensure that credit institutions mark eligible deposits in a way that

5
See „EFDI state of play and non-binding guidance on covered deposits in the EU: definition and special cases“,
issued on 12 September 2018.
6
The power to issue non-binding guidance is laid down in article 3.2 of the statutes of EFDI.
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allows an immediate identification of such deposits.”
In times of crisis, as made clear by Article 8(6), “the credit institution shall transmit the
necessary information on deposits and depositors as soon as requested by the DGS”. On
top of that, for peace times, Article 7(6) mentions that “Member States shall ensure that
DGSs may at any time request credit institutions to inform them about the aggregated
amount of covered deposits of every depositor.”
As a consequence, while refraining on specifying the content of the SCVs, those
provisions put a clear obligation on member banks of each DGS to comply with
prescriptions that will allow the construction of SCVs and their immediate use when and
if time comes.
9.
The DGSD also addresses privacy issues related to the use of depositors’
data. In that field, Article 4(9) states that “DGSs shall ensure the confidentiality and the
protection of the data pertaining to depositors’ accounts. The processing of such data
shall be carried out in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC 7”, while Article 4(11) further
specifies that “DGSs shall use the information necessary to perform stress tests of their
systems only for the performance of those tests and shall keep such information no
longer than is necessary for that purpose.” According to those provisions, the DGS should
take the appropriate measures, both in normal times and in times of crisis, to ensure
protection and confidentiality along the applicable rules.

2.2. ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND ELEMENTS
10.
As an element of context, IADI Core Principle 15 (“Reimbursing
Depositors”) also provides for indications about a desirable SCV framework,
certain aspects of which go somewhat beyond EU prescriptions. Essential
Criterion 4 in Core Principle 15 underlines that the deposit insurer should have “access to
depositors’ records at all times, which includes the authority to require banks to maintain
depositor information in a format prescribed by the deposit insurer in order to expedite
insured depositor reimbursement.” The Handbook for Assessment of Compliance with the
CPs also indicates that the deposit insurer’s “ongoing” access to the records should be
“direct and not through the supervisory agency or the central bank”.
Essential Criterion 4 goes one step further, adding that the deposit insurer should have
“the authority to undertake advance or preparatory examinations (e.g. on site and
independently or in conjunction with the supervisory authority) on the reliability of
depositor records and [have] tested member institutions IT systems and data to ensure
the capability to produce such records”. Besides reliability, the Handbook mentions the
verification of the “accuracy” of data.
11.
Within the EU deposit protection framework, which offers a unified
approach and many common, or harmonised rules across the EEA, each SCV
template is likely to be unique for any given DGS. It is worth exploring further the
7
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data.
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impact of some technical features and national laws on SCV format and content which
helps to explain that diversity.
 Payment methods: All payment methods require depositor identification data,
possibly specific to each method. For instance, the use of an agent bank to
compensate depositors allows to rely on the staff of this bank to check the identity of
depositors to be compensated and the authenticity of the documents they provide; of
course, it requires the collection of the corresponding identification data from the bank
ahead of the compensation. At another end of the spectrum, a digital compensation
process through a dedicated website cannot rely on any verification by a human staff
and should then rely for example on the concordance of both “strong” (e.g.
national/bank ID) and “weak” (e.g. address) pieces of information collected from the
banks beyond mere identity data.
 Status of the DGS: In relation with the payment method, a DGS under the auspices
of the Central Bank or the Ministry of Finance might have access to another account
number, to an ID kept by a public body or to the tax number of depositors and use
that information to complete the information in the SCVs and to provide the
compensation.
 Data protection laws: Depending on the jurisdictions, banks will be allowed, or not,
to collect specific depositor data, such as national identity numbers for individuals or
any equivalent, and then to integrate those data in the SCV files. National laws can be
quite strict in that field, to mitigate the risk of file consolidation. When allowed,
national identity numbers facilitate the identification of depositors, both by banks and
by DGSs, and help chasing duplications and avoiding double compensations. However,
the corresponding SCV processes may need some adjustments or other procedures
used for compensating people who do not have identity numbers or other data of the
SCV file must be used (e.g. foreign depositors, expatriates or inpatriates, under age
people etc). On the contrary, an SCV process which does not or cannot rely on
national identity numbers may need more information to correctly cope with
duplication risks; but it may also more easily apply to all depositors whatever their
origin or residence.
Cross-border cooperation between EEA DGSs could also bump on this issue, for
instance, when a host DGS which compensation system relies on national identity
numbers, is requested to compensate host depositors identified by the home DGS
regardless of the identity numbers.
 Depositor information: The structure and content of SCVs also depend on the
information DGSs provide depositors when compensating. The communication to
insured depositors could be limited to aggregated compensation amount only, with
hopefully a list of compensated accounts; or provide the detail of accounts balances at
the time of the failure and information about their integration in the global
compensation; or even offer additional information about non-eligible accounts, non-
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compensated or uninsured amounts, extra-compensation served to creditors (e.g.
accounts with a seizure by tax authority).
 Consumer protection: As an additional consumer protection measure, jurisdictions
may also require from the failed bank that it sends their clients a closing statement of
their accounts, separately of the compensation information and amount they receive
from the DGS. Except if requiring depositors to sign off for their compensation amount
before being able to get access to it, the information from the bank (account
statement process) and the information from the DGS (SCV process) should be
convergent, not to say identical. Failing to do that, the DGS will soon be overwhelmed
with complaints and even litigation procedures. Such a reconciliation between banks
and DGSs implies for both additional elements and controls in the SCV process.
 Data anonymisation / pseudomysation / encryption: Depositor data may be
protected in various ways, including through a protection of the communication
channel, a protection/ encryption of the file and an encryption or pseudomysation
(except at the time of an actual failure) of individual data themselves. The
anonymisation or pseudomysation of data helps to limit the risks associated with data
theft; it also makes the analysis of the quality of the file and the chase for duplication
more difficult, especially for big banks.
 SCV file content: In relation with what is required from the DGS on one hand from
the failed bank, its receiver or the supervisor, SCVs may, besides identification data
and eligible amounts, provide for bank account data with no consolidation on customer
level, bank account data consolidated on customer level or eligible amount per
depositor with no bank account data.
 Civil, commercial and tax laws: The aforementioned EFDI state of play and nonbinding guidance on the definition of covered deposits and handling of special cases
has evidenced the impact of non-harmonised national laws on the assessment of
compensations served to various categories of depositors. Consequently, whether
national laws:
- differentiate between professional and personal assets and accounts of depositors;
- permit or not the use of unequal split for joint accounts;
- institute or not an undivided co-ownership regime for the community of heirs of a
deceased person;
- allow or not the use of banking accounts with dismemberment of the right of
ownership;
- authorise or not a double seizure by the tax administration
the information collected in SCV files will reflect the corresponding needs and
requirements of the DGS.
 Temporary High Balances (THB) provisions: Some jurisdictions limit the benefit of
the THB regime to depositors who have used specific dedicated accounts to that end;
or, may impose all THBs to go through such dedicated accounts. In such a case, banks
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have to precisely identify THB balances in their own systems and within their SCV files
on an on-going basis. With no specific accounts dedicated to THB funds, THB
compensation will occur after a first round of compensation, on the basis of depositor
claims.
 National options and specific treatments: THBs are only one example of the
differences and additional requirements which various technical and legal provisions
could bring to SCV processes. National options open by the DGSD (small local public
authorities, small pension schemes, guarantee deposits, set-off provisions, social
purposes deposits…), as well as various treatments (beneficiary account regime,
consideration of creditors rights, accounts assorted with a seizure, bankrupt
depositors, depositors under guardianship…) lead to various additional data
requirements and, in the end, to quite different SCV models.
 Use for the calculation of contributions: As an overarching principle, the DGSD
sets that the contribution base is equal to the amount of covered deposits held by
each bank. While it looks logical, then, to use SCVs for calculating each bank’s
contribution, that might not always be the case. Data needed for contribution
calculations may be collected by another entity, for instance the supervisor, using its
own processes and secured channels to capture deposits bases, as well as risk factors.
SCV files are also extremely precise and detailed instruments with individual depositor
data, the building of which could require the biggest banks to stop their other IT
processes for some days. Last, the use of SCVs to calculate contributions leads to
incorporate in those files the details of precise compensation calculation rules used by
the DGS. While this incorporation within the SCVs allows member banks to validate
the contribution base retained by the DGS and limits misunderstanding, more global
and statistical, less precise approaches could be tolerated for calculating contributions.
 Cross-border payout: The SCV data, developed by EU and EEA DGSs, play a crucial
part also in a cross-border compensation case, which is full of complexities and
requires a comprehensive advance preparations by home DGSs. For example, a Dutch
bank with a branch in Germany has to know about the relevant German legal
provisions, while at the same time the Dutch SCV-file format has to be structured in
such a way that country specific information can be incorporated. This is also relevant
for the translation to the Payment Instruction File in the context of home-host
cooperation. Overall, the current national differences in the SCV-files may create
challenges for cross-border payout and home-host cooperation. However, at this
stage, due to different legal structures within EU and EEA member states and the
huge costs it would imply, it is not possible to harmonize SCV-files, therefore relevant
EFDI workstreams are steadily working on standing solutions to these operational
issues.
 Additional uses: SCV files, built for compensation purposes, can be used as a solid
basis for addressing other related purposes such as banking accounts transfers
(purchase and assumption transactions) under resolution measures (including bail-in
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implementation) or the collection of data for the liquidation of the bank (non-eligible
deposits or depositors, customers’ debts etc.). These additional usages imply
supplementary set of data, IT treatments and tests within the SCV process, but
increase the effectiveness of the DGS’s instrument toolkit, while potentially saving
costs.

2.3. STATE OF PLAY IN THE EEA
12.
The D2I workshop held by EFDI in April 2018 gave the opportunity to
share the technical solutions developed by European DGSs to implement their
SCV file generation processes. As evidenced above, as well as in the examples
below 8, those solutions differ from one jurisdiction to another, depending on the various
features of payment methods used by each DGS and on existing legal provisions and
requirements.
13.
All EEA DGSs have an SCV process put in place by now. As far as required,
those SCV processes have been adjusted since 2014 to integrate the requirements of the
DGSD (and, in some cases, those of the BRRD). DGSs have also addressed the definition
of covered deposits, the handling of special cases or the cross-border cooperation needs.
Member banks across Europe have accordingly developed their IT systems and processes
to be able to cope with the DGSD requirements.
14.
Based on the survey run by EFDI (25 respondents), it appears that all
DGSs have a standardised format for the data delivery from member banks. The
legal basis of this format varies between DGSs: regulations and laws, DGSs’ by-laws,
contracts, etc. In most cases, DGSs decide on the required format, but the SCV format
may be established in cooperation with other regulatory bodies or entities (supervisory
authority, central bank, agent bank, member banks, etc.), or even, in a few cases, set
directly by those bodies. Two-thirds of the respondents require the failed bank to provide
them with an SCV file from one to five working days after the default.
15.
SCV formats built by EEA DGSs reflect the needs of each DGS, according
to their payment methods, as well as taking into account the role attributed to
member banks, the agent bank or the liquidator. As a result, they do not display a
single structure. Data may for instance be structured around a single depositor dataset
linked to depositor ID reference, or with multiple tables containing elements of the
depositor details (contact details, account references, compensation data); or with
separate sections containing general information and aggregate data, depositor data and
account specific data, linked by a unique customer ID.
16.
In terms of content, some SCV files contain only bank account data and do not
consolidate those data on customer level; at the other end of the spectrum, some SCV
files offer eligible amounts per depositor, but do not specify any bank account data;
8
These examples are not meant to be exhaustive. Their inclusion in this note does not imply an appreciation,
nor a recognition by others.
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somewhat in the middle, other SCV files contain bank account data consolidated on
customer level.
As a consequence of the various needs of each DGS and of the specificities of each
market, the markings used and collected within the SCV files in addition of bank and
compensation data show significant differences, as evidenced by the table after
paragraph 18 below.
17.
Regarding non-payout functionalities, roughly 30% of respondents indicate
that they collect various data for other needs (transfer of accounts, resolution, liquidation
etc) within their SCV files: transferable eligible deposits, product types, authorised
overdrafts, non-eligible deposits, SMEs’ deposits etc.
18.
The range of usages of SCV files is actually quite large among EEA DGSs.
In relation with the variety of structures and contents of SCVs, while 30% of the
respondents use those files solely for the payouts or their preparation, the other 70%
report supplementary uses: testing and simulation, calculation of levies, management
information, resolution (roughly 30% of respondents for each item), as well as a support
for assessing adequacy of DGSs available financial means, compared with the risks they
face on each member bank, as given by the SCVs.
In addition to DGSs’ immediate compensation functionalities, a minority of 20% of them
control the consistency with SCV data and the accuracy of the last account statements
sent by banks to their former customers, a practice followed in 30% of the cases.
Additional markings in EEA DGSs’ SCV files
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3. NON-BINDING GUIDANCE
19.
Thanks to the general provisions of the DGSD and their transposition in
national legislations, all EEA DGSs benefit from the appropriate legal ground to
base their SCV processes. The EU legal framework provides for a general and
comprehensive obligation, allowing the flexibility which is decisively needed for all the
adaptations necessary at the DGS level.
With the observations above, this non-binding guidance note aims at providing a
reference basis on the way to define the content of the SCV which a DGS needs to
implement within the existing EU regulatory framework. It will stay short of trying to
define for SCVs their content itself, but will propose an approach along several steps,
from prior analysis and interactions with public authorities and member banks, to the
appropriate training of IT staff and data protection concerns.
20.
EEA DGSs should first assess their needs in terms of data. Ahead of any
structuration of the SCV files, DGSs should clearly evaluate the data they need to collect,
considering all relevant technical, communication and regulatory requirements, in
particular:
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•

The payment method(s) they should or will use for the compensation,

•

The way they shall identify depositors in a secure and safe manner,

•

The identification of depositors in EEA cross-border branches,

•

The range of banking accounts or products to be covered, some of them
possibly requiring additional data collection (e.g. THB, structured deposits),

•

The range of account holders’ categories that need to be specifically
identified (e.g. deceased depositors, SMEs, depositors under
guardianship),

•

The blocked or suspended accounts to understand the reason of such
action taken by the banks,

•

The way DGSs intend to handle their special cases (see EFDI state of play
report and non-binding guidance referred above), including but not limited
to THBs,

•

The scope of information to depositors on their insured deposits to be paid
and the uninsured part, The method of encryption of bank data while
transferring them to the DGS,

•

The relevant applicable laws (including data protection, consumer
protection, civil law, commercial law etc.),

Whether SCV data will also be used to calculate contributions and whether
precise compensation calculations should be included in SCVs themselves,
Last, and quite importantly, whether SCV files will be used for additional purposes
than payouts, such as transfer of banking accounts, resolution measures, data
collection for the liquidation, other management information tools, like indicators
for the number and type of complex cases, depositors living abroad, number of
representatives, underaged etc.
21.
In relation with the payment methods used, DGSs should give special
attention to the collection and treatment of depositor identification data and the
way how duplications and false data will be tracked and eliminated. Data
allowing a perfectly secure identification of the actual owner of deposit constitute a key
element of the process, both for correctly allocating accounts and for safely effecting the
compensation payment due. SCVs also need to be thoroughly analysed and cleansed to
correctly identify duplications of depositors, a process which may require exponential IT
resources. The way those data will be handled and used during the payout process
should be taken into consideration as soon as possible when designing the SCV template
and defining its content.
•

22.
EEA DGSs should also work as closely as possible with public authorities
for the definition of the applicable compensation provisions, especially within
the options provided for by the DGSD, so that the operational constraints of the
SCV process are also taken into account at an early stage. Sometimes, payout
provisions are too complex, causing operational challenges for the deposit insurer, which
then may contradict to the public policy objective of fast payout, or bump on practical
difficulties or lack of available data and can ultimately imply high costs for little benefit.
Therefore, public authorities need to be made aware of these difficulties ahead of their
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decisions on new regulations in that field.
23.
For the same reasons, EEA DGSs should also work closely and
interactively with their member banks and identify the difficulties they may face
in collecting and structuring the needed data. Consolidating data throughout
customer files on the head of each client may be per se a quite unusual activity for banks
and an exercise which can drain significantly on their human and IT resources. In some
cases, it might be collectively more efficient, when the regulation permits, to put some
more burden on the DGS itself and concentrate some costs there, rather than duplicating
a treatment on many member banks. Similarly, it might be more effective in some cases
(e.g. beneficiary accounts) to collect the compensation data from the failed bank after it
fails, instead of building a costly architecture to get the information from all banks in real
time.
24.
As for the treatment of complex and special cases, DGSs should as far as
possible develop a thoughtful analysis of the benefits and drawbacks of an ex
ante (within the SCVs) and an ex-post collection of data in each case. This
analysis should consider the frequency of the case, the usefulness for depositors, the
difficulty and costs for banks, the manageability and implications for the DGS, as well as
the implications in terms of data privacy.
25.
In defining their SCV needs, EEA DGSs should as far as possible adopt a
forward-looking approach. Considering the difficulties and costs of building and
adjusting SCV processes both for DGSs and member banks, it may be advisable to
anticipate on possible evolutions of the payout process and work with SCV requirements
possibly wider than currently needed (e.g. recording email/social media account, mobile
phone number), so to better prepare those evolutions (as long as the associated costs
stay limited and controllable). A special consideration could also be given to the
additional usages (accounts transfers, resolution measures etc.) the DGSs and public
authorities may be willing to perform on the basis of SCV files.
26.
With all these elements, it is worth for DGSs to second-guess the initial
assessment of their needs. The final design of SCVs may ideally come as a wellthought arbitration by the DGS balancing forward-looking needs, costs and complexity
for the DGS, cost and complexity for member banks, while of course allowing the DGS to
carry out its mission in a safe and timely manner in terms of both compensation and
associated information.
27.
Only after a thorough analysis, DGSs should define the definitive content,
structure and format of the SCV files to be built by member banks. The content
should of course reflect the needs of the DGS; data should allow a stiff, but efficient and
direct payment via a medium after verification; the prescribed electronic format should
be flexible enough (e.g. CSV or XML format) to allow easy adjustments while not
consuming unnecessary storage capacity; last, given the key role of banks in the
process, SCVs should aim at capturing data which have a clear significance in terms of
identifying eligible depositors and their covered deposit and reimbursing them within 7
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working days.
28.
SCV template should be accompanied by a clear, precise and unequivocal
technical handbook ensuring that the data banks shall collect precisely
correspond to the requirements specifications. SCVs are usually built and fulfilled
by IT staff of member banks, who might not be familiar with compensation objectives
and terminology. The quality of SCVs may also partly depend on the ability of DGSs to be
very specific about their requirements. Explaining the reasons why they need a given
information and the way they will be used, may also be helpful to ensure the accuracy of
SCV data file. Testing SCV templates and handbook with selected persons in-house might
be a useful practice of the DGS before their circulation.
29.
DGSs should specify clear and protective rules for the collection,
transmission, use and retention/ deletion of SCV data with a level of protection
equivalent to the one applicable for their member banks. While many options are
open in that field within the scope of applicable data privacy provisions, DGSs should be
highly aware of the risks associated with a possible theft of depositor data, both in piece
times (for SCV testing) and in times of a crisis (for instance, when addressing
compensations on new accounts). They should take all appropriate measures, including
through anonymisation / pseudomysation / encryption/ deletion rules, to mitigate those
risks. Dealing with banking data protected by bank secrecy, DGSs should aim at the
same standard of protection than the applicable one for their member banks. Stresstesting that protection should be accordingly considered.
30.
Given the paramount importance of SCVs’ accuracy in the payout process,
the quality of the making of the SCVs by banks, including the reliable extraction
of data from the core systems, the quality of core processes (such as
onboarding of customers) and general administrations should be tested and
controlled on site. Aside of the regular off-site stress-testing of SCVs by DGSs to
ensure they are consistent and useable in case of a failure, the control of the accuracy of
data provided by banks requires on-site verifications over the making of the SCVs.
Therefore, DGSs should be allowed to run those on-site controls independently or
together with the banking supervision staff. At least, those controls should be part of the
control program of the relevant supervisory authority and DGSs teams be closely
associated to that part of the program.
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